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Dear Readers,
Sleep, unfortunately, is a luxury to those of us 

maintaining a regular courseload at school. However, 
even when we don’t get it, our mind is always reflecting 

on the past, the present, and the possibilites of 
tomorrow. We wanted to highlight that in this issue as 
many of us are evaluating our future and what it holds 

in store for us.
Enjoy!
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My Reality
By Diandre Clarke

If life was but a dream, I would have died many times - only to be awaken 
in a panic.

If life was but a dream many times I would have found myself crawling off 
my bed to the comfy ground in hopes that my dream would be disturbed and 
come to a halt.

If life was but a dream, then being awake would be the nightmare in which 
I would find myself each day wanting to be asleep and not awake in the      
moment.

If life was but a dream then I would know the tears I cry are as unrealistic 
as the rainbow at the end of each dream.

If life was but a dream then I would truly know I have been dead for years 
because the day that car struck me, my insides became paralyzed.

The day I walked away from that accident scratch free was the day my 
dream ended.

I woke up, but a part of me died.
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Dream On
By Diandre Clarke

I have a dream that one more betrayal will change me for the better

One more push and I’ll be scarred

A scar visible within the heart

When the heart feels passion, the scar will throb

A throbbing pain

The alarming ache, a friendly reminder to change

I have a dream that one day it’ll all get better

But I never change

The scar exists

The pain sustains, betrayal remains

One more push

I have a dream that one day...
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Addict
By Marina Lindland

It’s not an addiction
But God, do I dream of it
And I hate them for that

They said it was the only option
To get rid of the pain
But honestly
I think they just wanted 
To shut me up

I’ve only had four pills
Over the course of two weeks
They wanted me to take more
And I was scared that if I did
I wouldn’t be able to let them go

It never really helped
The pain still lingers
Up and down my spine
Tearing through my body
Like a hungry wildfire

All the same
It let me forget
It helped my mind drift
When I couldn’t leave my bed
I was swimming amongst the stars

That’s why it stays with me
When my knees crumble
My back spasms
My shoulders seize
My mind screams for relief

I try to dream of those stars
Before the shards of my broken body
Start to shred my soul
I try to dive in the milky waves
But I can never get my feet off the 
ground

It’s not an addiction
But God, do I dream about it
And I hate them for that
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Dreaming in Aqua Jazz
By Dylan Winsick

In the middle of performing,
a fishing boat stops above me.
My hands move so fast
that the cool jazz turns hot.
I press keys so hard
skin peels off my fingertips
and floats to the surface.
A hook descends
inches from my head.
As my solo reaches its climax,
and I open my mouth wide for it,
the hook raises and the boat drives away.

My hands go cold.
There’s nothing to play for anymore.
The fisherman’s lighter falls towards me.
I try to ignite it,
but it only releases bubbles.
I let the broken tool fall
towards the rusted sand
to roll through the crowd
of empty beer cans
and torn solo cups.

A coral reef in the distance
hums my incomplete song,
waiting for its neighbors to wiggle
their bleached branches.  
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Saving Imagination
By Bridget Belfiore

You’re caught in the crevice between

Fantasy and Reality,

    afraid to move or fall
or slip
     further
           down       
                                                 the unknown,

so you hold onto dreams that

        linger in the dark and drown

with the sun’s waking yawn.

    Grip tight and grasp the bits that

            travel,
                don’t let them slide through the

slits    between    your    fingers    and

        leave behind remnants or
            forget who you are.
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The  Peculiarities of 
Dreams

By Katherine Klima

 Dreams are weird. Simple as that. One minute I could be frolicking 
through a field of flowers, listening to some really classy jazz, and the next 
minute I find myself getting chased down a sketchy, dark alleyway by a 
clown holding a massive butcher knife. I really don’t understand why so 
many people romanticize them. After all, there are books chalk full of 
poetic cockamamie telling us the significance behind those flamboyant 
dainty dreams or those yikes nightmares. It just doesn’t make any feasible 
sense.

 Many psychologists believe that dreams have meaning or something 
like that, but sometimes I just think it’s the mind’s way of screwing with us. 
Dreams get our hopes up way too much and if we end up getting let down, 
we fall hard. Really hard, like bone crushingingly hard. It’s what we fixate 
on for months on end, putting together pieces of what could be. It’s like 
building a tower out of Legos. Each new colorful shiny Lego piece 
contributes to this astonishingly cool structure, but when someone decides 
to knock the tower over, all the blocks end up scattering over the floor like 
water bursting through a dam. Just like Legos, broken dreams are 
impossible to clean up and tend to send a blinding flash of pain throughout 
your entire body the moment your bare skinned foot decides to step on one, 
sometimes even leaving a little imprint of the block on your flesh as a 
traumatic reminder.
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 I think dreams can be good too. They fuel your motivation and get 
you pumped up for what’s to come. They’re the visions behind some 
amazing things, from inventions to a best selling book. They help you 
make your life, and the lives of others around you, better. So, there is a 
silver lining to dreams. However, that being said, sometimes dreams 
are not terrible or fantastic. Sometimes there’s those real special wild-
cards- like that one night I dreamt about my best friend eating an entire 
jar of salsa while she lectured me about how to properly use a scoop chip. 
She got really into it and didn’t even get the chance to finish because the 
Transformers burst through a window. It all ends with me waking up in the 
morning, wondering if that actually happened or if I’m just really crazy?

So, yeah, dreams are weird.
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A Dream
By Martina Goda

Come by folly, come by grace
Come from oceans or from space
Come in armor, come in lace
Come and give me your embrace

Come by chariot, come by stream
Come and let me see the gleam
Come by whisper or by scream
Come and be my lasting dream

Come by water: blue and grand
Or come by earth: ice or sand
But whichever way you land
Come and let me hold your hand

Free me from the darkness - that envelops me whole
The chains bound to the wall
The fire consumes my soul
It uses me as an ashtray

Free me from icicles
That fiercely pierce
The bandaged pieces of my heart
And mercilessly tear it apart

Free me from this environment
With cold and fire in its midst
For even enemies with one goal
Coexist
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Untitled
By Jane Negrete

With the first wave of humidity, there was a primeval magic that 
could be felt in the air. There was an unseen power in the fresh sea 
breeze that whistled through the palm trees. The hot, heavy current 
was a conduit for 
Spanish music and cicada hums. 

I really shouldn’t have been surprised at the onslaught of emotions 
for you, as they were cursed on to me through the evening whispers 
of children playing and waves 
hitting the shore. 

Dreaming on Heartstrings
By Margaret Moore

My biggest dreams dance
Along the strings of my heart--
The best dreamcatcher.
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2.16
By Alyssa Vigorito

Act I
Considered plucking the rose from 
my chest and littering the sidewalk
with it;
Other women brought 
bouquets so I no longer feared
I’d be singled out at the gate

Voorpret intensifies

When the sun was no longer
suspended in the sky:
women hopped fences and
a man asked for extra tickets
while my head shook like 
a blurry photo,
whips back and forth
in the cold
Wind a nemesis I faced for you

Act II 
After circling around the sun
together four times, I finally
see you face to face
This moment is 
eternally ours,
only

Act III 
Hell’s Kitchen brings tears
Your octave continued to spill 
over my ear
 
Now I wander around like a
wispy dream, 
I close my eyes and
see the memories they’ll
never know
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Snooze Life
By Diandre Clarke

The tide has reached me once again, my boat has already been shattered
Oh god why does the wave taunt me, what else is there left?
But me
Is it my time?
The waves have come to engulf my life
But why?
Is it my time?
My boat is wrecked; I’ve been redirected offshore
Nothing left but the clothes on my back
The tide drowned my nap sack
The tide brought me back, not sure where i’m at
The tide has made its way once again
But why is it my time?
I see nothing but blue - As I hold my breath
Get ready for the water coming in
Gasp
I feel it. I felt it.
Yet I’m still here
The tide was unsuccessful
God be the glory
The tide has reached me once again, my boat has already been shattered
It gushed over me but it passed. I felt it. I felt it. My eyes closed, anticipa-
tion, anxiety, pondering the ramifications.
A blaring sound went off in the distance
My body raised itself; my right arm extended towards the nightstand
And dropped itself right on the Snooze button
It was TIME
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Are you interested in submitting your 
work to The Inkwell?

We accept entries of all kinds, including

Poetry, Fiction, Creative Non-Fiction, 
Essay, Comics, Graphic Literature, 

Original Lyrics, Visual Art, and many other 
categories.

We also accept submissions for the cover 
art for future issues from all interested 

artists.

To submit, or for more information, 
contact us at:

inkwellliterary@gmail.com

Thanks to all of our readers and writers for 
your support!

~THE INKWELL STAFF~
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